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Daisy.

Saturday, May 15, 2010.

One of the well-traded on themes here at the blog has been my penchant
for cursing. I have very few vices in this life, and one just happens to be
swearing at anything and everything. The other is drinking a minimum of 8
cups of coffee every day. Maybe they have some relation to each other.
No matter, I got busted by my wife today for swearing about something.
To be precise, swearing about everything. I tried to explain the logic
behind the filthy dialogue, and that I use the f-word when I’m happy, or sad
(or cold, or smelly, or confused…and also when I’m breathing and
sometimes in between). She wasn’t having any of my nonsense. At one

point in the “disagreement” I asked if she’d like me to replace the offensive words with the term
“daisy.” She did and I’ve been stuck for thirteen hours saying the word daisy. Over and over again.

Daisy began life with dance studio portraits. Hell hath no fury like our local ballet school on a
Saturday afternoon and I found myself trying to park the car there and attempting to be cool (made
more difficult, because I was 5 cups of coffee to the wind already). The local suburban dance moms
are an evil posse and I hate tangling with them. The dads are like shell-shocked parenting veterans,
hustling their girls along and hoping not to be seen. The mothers, on the other hand, are out for
blood, with telescoping night sticks and riding crops in hand in case one of us fathers speaks. So it
was that at 2:00 p.m. on a Saturday there were no parking spaces. I did what any good dad would: I
slowed down to 30 miles per hour near the door and had my wife and daughter jump and roll into the
building. The daisy moment came, because the only place to park the car was in the shrubs and
garden area in front of the studio. I sat muttering daisy and looking in the rearview mirror until a
hapless dad moved his oversized SUV and then shouted my new swear word while hanging out the
car window. Dirt and flowers flying and car in reverse, I hit the newly open space before any Sith
Lord dance moms could steal it. When my girls got back to the car, I was calm and smiley and not a
trace of daisy was to be found coming from my mouth.

The second test of my new, scum free mouth was at the movies. Dun Dun Dun Dun Dun I will not
swear during Iron Man. Attending the movies is one of life’s more difficult challenges for me as a
filthy individual. Unless you own the theater, it’s really hard to pick who is going to be attending the
show at the same time. Today it was a woman with a laugh just like Roseanne Barr-Arnold. I got a
kick out of Iron Man, but this woman found every aspect of the movie something to laugh about.
When Jon Favreau and Robert Downey Jr. get ready for the next installment, they might want to
focus group test it on hillbillies. Oh well. I had fun. Whenever Scarlett Johansson was on screen I
relaxed and just muttered “Daisy.” Life is too good to be wasted on angry swearing.
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